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Sir,
The World Health Organization (WHO) introduced a framework to evaluate performance of every health system in its World Health Report 2000 (1). This framework includes three goals: good health, financial protection against healthcare costs, and responsiveness to nonmedical needs. In order to achieve these goals four functions have been outlined: 1) resources creation and generation; 2) financing; 3) service delivery; and 4) stewardship of health system (1). The financing function consists of three sub-functions; revenue collection, pooling, and purchasing. Based on this function, it is recommended that strategic purchasing should be used instead of inactive (passive) purchasing (1,2).

As defined by WHO, strategic purchasing implies a continuous search for finding means to taking maximum advantage of the lowest cost and resources in order to reach cost-effectiveness in a health system. Strategic purchasing can be ensured by responding correctly and precisely to five classical questions: what should we buy? From whom should we buy? At what price should we buy? How should we buy? For whom should we buy the interventions? (1). In fact, strategic purchasing of healthcare services/interventions is fundamental to the holistic reform in a health care system, which involves all stakeholders. Therefore, clarity in the roles of purchaser/purchasers and other actors is very important (3).

In this regard, since most low- and middle-income countries use a “public assistance system” for an array of healthcare operations, there is no unique defined organization to handle the stewardship and to organize and manage purchaser/purchasers (4). In fact, in low- and middle-income countries that have experienced some level of strategic purchasing of healthcare services (5), severe stewardship challenges can be found (3). In Cambodia (2), Kenya (6) and the Islamic Republic of Iran (3,7), lack of well-defined duties, roles and legislation is obvious. In aggregate, it is not clear “who should buy” the interventions.

The answer to this question is, in fact, the “sixth dimension” of successful strategic purchasing. Failure to answer this question leads to complications for the health system such as: fragmentation, wastage of resources, parallel works, conflict of interest, and finally, failure in obtaining potential benefits of strategic purchasing of health services.

According to the principles of the economic market, purchaser/provider split reform was developed to give economic incentives to both providers and purchasers (8). Health systems use tools and approaches such as licensing, accreditation, full recognition and classification of mechanisms to manage health services providers. From the other side, it is also advisable to identify purchasers and their financial strengths, and design and implement a mechanism for their licensing, validation and accreditation. This will ensure provision of health services as a result of a suitable contract between purchasers and providers in order to optimize patients’
outcomes and costs of health services, and forms a perquisite for good stewardship in every health system.

Regarding the above mentioned factors, it may be suggested that before implementing strategic purchasing in a health context, the structure of healthcare system stewardship should be reviewed and strengthened. If stewardship perquisites of strategic purchasing are ensured (including robust and accurate intelligence for policy and regulation generation) (1), and a rigorous and clear answer to “who should buy” can be provided, then the health system can accurately position itself to answer the five classical questions.
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